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What creates resilience?

“When confronted with the fallout of childhood trauma, why do 
some children adapt and overcome, while others bear lifelong 
scars that flatten their potential? A growing body of evidence 
points to one common answer: Every child who winds up doing 
well has had at least one stable and committed relationship with a 
supportive adult.”

- Harvard Graduate School of Education, March 2015
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https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/15/03/science-resilience



Objectives
• Learn a new way of thinking about children’s mental health and 

behavior 
• Learn a simple and practical framework to clarify your concerns 

about a child 
• Learn how to apply this framework to improve your relationship 

with children, teenagers, and other people in your life so that 
they can increase their resilience



Utah County SHARP Survey of 6th, 8th, 10th, and 12th graders
4

Utah County Youth are Struggling
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Youth: during the past 12 months, did you ever feel so sad or hopeless almost every day for 
two weeks or more in a row that you stopped doing some usual activities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of this slide: for those who may not have heard about or understand the extent of the mental health struggle among youth.Key points: the number has almost doubled since 2011.  It’s time to take action.Questions you may get asked:Q: What is SHARP data?A: A survey administered via the school districts to 6th, 8th, 10th, and 12th graders throughout the state. This is Utah County only data, but the trends are similar throughout the state. They ask about drugs, mental health, home and neighborhood situations, etc.Q: Isn’t this increase just due to “how we classify mental health?”A: No. This isn’t “number of children diagnosed”—this asks only about feelings and behavior.But a “yes” answer to question has been shown by research to indicate a strong probability of clinical depression.



What’s causing this?

Icons credit: Freepik

AltitudeCell phones School
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Purpose of this slide: to show that there are a LOT of theories about mental health.



A thought experiment: the marathon runner
Environmental

Focus on the conditions, 
clothing, weather, timing

Educational
Focus on education or the 
person’s knowledge about 

running, physiology, the course

Social
Focus on peer motivation, training 
together, bigger cheering section. 

Spiritual
Focus on prayer, faith, spiritual 
preparation

Psychological
Focus on ways to improve motivation 
or self-reflection.

Focus on better sleep, nutrition, 
stretching, weight, genetics

Biological
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Q: Which of these is the CAUSE of why someone fails? (A: all of them! And they interact! It’s complex!)



If someone has a cold, do you 
ask—”where did you get that 
cold?”

Or do you focus on caring for 
their needs?

Or put another way…
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Q: If someone has a cold, do you ask, where did you get that cold? (A: no, of course not )



How can you help someone 
if you don’t know what’s 
causing the problem?

Focus on what they need.



How do you know what a person needs?• Safe to talk
• Safe to explore
• Safe to separate
• Safe to fail
• Safe to be you
• Safe to feel

Confident:
• independence
• problem solving
• self-esteem
• learning & 

managing 
emotions

• Connected by feeling seen
and loved

• Connected through shared 
experiences
• Connected through 
persistence
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HERE is the part to pay attention to!It can be easy to know how to care for the needs of someone running a marathon—get her water, food, pick her up in your car, and so on—but how do you know what a person struggling with anxiety or depression needs? The needs are universal.Q: What is a three year who hasn’t slept or eaten well like? (The “hangry” hypothesis.”)Did you know that people have other needs that go beyond food and sleep? They are safety, connection, and confidence—then explain what each of those are.Q: Turn to your neighbor and tell them “I feel safe when… I feel connected/confident when…”Purpose of this slide: to explain Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, introduce how it applies to their situation, and explain what we mean by “safe, connected, and confident.”TIP 1: This has been a method of looking at life since 1943. It forms the basis of most modern psychology, and even marketing, educational theory, etc.TIP 2: You can explain how most of us know that food and water and sleep are not optional! But did you know that people have other needs, needs that emotional and psychological?TIP 3: Interesting fact: when you get admitted to a psychiatric hospital, the very first thing they do is regulate your sleep, food, rest, and medication. Then they work on keeping you safe (taking away dangerous objects, etc.) and



Trust

Your 
new 
lens
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(The purpose of this slide is short and sweet). Here’s what we want you to do: use Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs as your lens for people in your life.You can use it on a lot of situations, and I’ll show you in a minute how!



Let’s practice our new lens

Mae
Volleyball 

aggression

Nathan
Wants to drop out

Carter
Steals and lies

Julia
Breaking family 

rules

Koby
Porn addiction

Maria
Psychological 

seizures
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Ask the audience: you pickPurpose of this slide: to see further how the pyramid might work in real life.TIP: if you click on the name it will take you to the example. Once you’ve clicked through all the bullets on the example it will bring you back to this menu.Different kinds of slides:Mae and Nathan: a list of different possibilities for each level of the pyramidCarter and Julia: a quiz (1 right answer and few wrong ones)Ashley and Kari: open ended for discussion



• Mae has been showing low 
frustration tolerance and even 
some aggression repeatedly 
over the past several weeks, 
including throwing a volleyball 
at a peer’s face and a pen 
across the classroom at her 
teacher.

• Physical Needs: Could she be hungry or 
tired? Does she have sensory 
sensitivities? 

• Safety: Does she feel threatened or 
unsafe? Are adults safe? Does she have 
a secure living situation? 

• Connection: Are relationships strained? Is 
there a communication problem? Does 
she feel seen, valued and loved? 

• Confidence: Is she frustrated with 
learning, task completion, problem-
solving, or emotional regulation? Do I 
convey confidence in her?

Mae
Is this a problem? If so, what can you do? 
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Presentation Notes
Q: What usually happens to a little girl like Mae? (A: she stays in from recess, etc.)What if we used the pyramid instead?Remind them: start at the bottom and work your way up. 



Nathan is a teen who recently 
announced his intention to drop 
out of school, in part because 
he doesn’t see any path to 
graduation due to excessive 
school absences and failed 
classes. School administrators 
say he is often found with 
friends who skip class to 
smoke weed. 

• Safety: to talk? To fail? To explore? To 
Be? 

• Connection: How are relationships? With 
parents? Administrators? Peers? Do they 
feel seen and cared for – “unconditional 
positive regard” 

• Confidence: Do we convey confidence? 
Can we assess skills, or lower the bar to 
promote a feeling of success? 

Nathan
Is this a problem? If so, what can you do? 



Motivation vs. Ability

When is motivation not 
enough?

When a person isn’t able to 
do the thing they want to 
do.
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Imagine you’re a kid up to bat, and you’re trying to hit a baseball—and your coach tells you, “if you don’t hit this baseball, you’ll fail gym class.Then you swing, and you miss.Then your dad comes out, and says, “if you hit this baseball, I’ll give you $100 dollars!”And you swing, and you miss.Then all your friends start cheering for you, and you really want to impress them.And you’re motivated as heck—you have a negative consequence, a positive consequence, and peer regard.But you still swing, and you miss.  Some might say that Nathan is not motivated—but he is REALLY motivated to seek safety, and he won’t be ABLE to get up to the level of achievement and thriving until the lower needs are met. 



Julia is a 17 year old whose 
behavior is increasingly difficult 
for her parents to manage. She 
refuses to follow rules, is falling 
behind in her classes, and isn’t 
attending church with the 
family. Her dress seems 
increasingly “inappropriate.” 
Family relationships are tense.

• Take away her phone

• Restrict access to her friends

• Work on a communication style that feels 
“safe” for Julia to discuss family rules or 
religious expectations

• Offer bigger or better rewards to motivate 
her to get better grades or go to church 
with the family

• Other?

Julia
What could you do?



How does technology affect needs?

When does a cell phone 
undermine basic human needs to 
feel safe, connected, and 
confident?

Presenter
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Why is taking a cell phone away from Julia not necessarily the best idea?



How does technology affect needs?

When does a cell phone help 
meet those needs?

If you take a device away from a 
child, how will you make sure her 
needs are still met?



Koby is an 18 year old who is 
somewhat estranged from his 
family though he does live at 
home. He tells you that he feels 
isolated, lacks meaning in his 
life and has been having 
suicidal thoughts. He adds that 
he is demoralized by a “porn 
addiction.” 

Koby

What could you do to 
care for Koby’s

needs to feel safe, 
connected, and 

confident?



Carter is 8 and has severe 
ADHD. His parents are 
exhausted by his behavior. 
They report he lies “about 
everything,” has stolen from 
other students at school, and 
recently scratched all the 
kitchen cabinets with a knife.

• Why does Carter lie and steal?

• What strategies do you imagine his 
parents or teachers have already tried to 
improve his behavior?

• What does Carter need?

Carter
What could you do?



Maria is having fainting spells, 
“seizures,” and limb weakness 
which several doctors have 
suggested are “psychological.” 
She is angry and tearful that 
people don’t believe her 
symptoms. Her parents decline 
a recommended mental health 
assessment and continue to 
look for additional tests or more 
specialized physicians. 

Maria

• How much time and effort should be 
spent determining whether the 
problem is “biological” or 
“psychological?”

• Whose needs need to be supported? 

• Aren’t they appropriately focusing on 
physical needs? 

Consider:



www.everydaystrong.org
to get the Resilience 

Handbook and learn more

http://www.everydaystrong.org/


The easiest, shortest to-do list

“I would love it if parents would ask 
themselves every day, ‘What can I do to 
help my children feel safe, connected, and 
confident? When we meet their needs, 
we’re building resilient kids.”
- Dr. Matt Swenson, Child Psychiatrist, Intermountain 

Healthcare; Chair, EveryDay Strong Professional 
Advisory Council



Please take a minute to fill out a post training survey:

OR
uwayuc.org/survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QR code and link both lead to survey (hover phone camera over image, survey comes up). We can also distribute paper surveys
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